Academic Advising Approaches: Strategies that teach students to make the most of college

Chapter 6a - Voices from the Field: Applying Appreciative Advising

Reader Learning Outcomes

Readers will:
- Learn how the Appreciative Advising framework affects advising practice at one college
- Consider how Appreciative Advising learning outcomes relate to general education
- Learn how Appreciative Advising principles are applied to advising students on academic probation

Aiming for Excellence discussion questions and activities

- What three points made by Murray resonate the most with you? Consider how you address those points in your advising sessions.
- Find your institution’s shared general education outcomes. How do the general education outcomes Murray lists at the top of p. 102 compare? What Appreciative Advising strategies could you use to help students appreciate general education?
- When you advise probation students do you determine the level of experience they have within the seven categories listed at the bottom of p. 102? What kinds of questions could you ask students to determine these experiences?